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SUMMARY 

➢ Struggling to improve your grades?   

➢ Losing homework to the black hole inside your backpack? 

➢ Turning in papers late – or not at all – because you forget due dates?   

➢ Staying up till 3am because you don’t know how to study, or put it off till the last 

minute? 

 

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, you need this book.  Written by 

master teacher and founder of Crimson Coaching LLC, Dominique Padurano, M.S. Ed., 

Ph.D., Soar Through High School and Beyond will teach you how to manage your time, 

organize your stuff, study wisely, stay healthy, and have fun during these four important 

years. 

 

Filled with hands-on exercises and practical “to-do” lists, Soar Through High School 

dives deeply in the five most essential skills for high school and college success.  

Drawing on her twenty-year career in high school and college classrooms, Dr. P. 

synthesizes cutting-edge insights from neuroscience and mindfulness research with 

real-world observations of what helps teenagers learn and thrive. 

 

Soar Through High School and Beyond is the perfect gift for middle school graduations, 

Bar/Bat Mitzvahs, and confirmation ceremonies. In addition to serving as a useful 

companion for individual students, Soar Through High School can be used as a 

textbook for Study Skills teachers, in or out of the middle or high school classroom.  
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Parents will also find it helpful to own a copy so that they can assist their children as 

they work through the exercises in this book.  Each chapter teaches a discrete skill, so 

students, teachers, and parents can use Soar Through High School to brush up on one 

skill or master all five! 
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AUTHOR 
 

Dominique Padurano, M.S. Ed., Ph.D., earned her A.B., magna cum laude, from 

Harvard College after graduating as valedictorian of Connetquot High School on Long 

Island.  She went on to earn a Master of Science degree in Secondary Education, and 

taught ninth grade Global History for several years before re-entering academia to 

pursue a doctorate in History at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey.  Dr. P. 

has published numerous articles on teaching, Italian-American culture, and Charles 

Atlas (the subject of her dissertation) in peer-reviewed scholarly journals and books. 

 

Dr. P. has taught hundreds of students the skills in Soar Through High School and 

Beyond.  Since 1997, she has worked with some of the nation’s highest-achieving 

students, including those at Horace Mann, Great Neck North, and Scarsdale High 

Schools.  Dr. P. teaches currently as an adjunct assistant professor of History at Bronx 

Community College (BCC), where she helps empower students who face steeper 

linguistic, economic, and academic challenges.  Students of all abilities and 

backgrounds have benefited from the techniques she shares in this book. 

 

Since 1985, Dr. P has tutored scores of teens, helping them master many of the skills 

explained in this book.  In 2014, Dr. P. founded Crimson Coaching (see crimsoncoaching.com) 

to coach students who are crafting personal statements for college and independent 

school applications; who want to improve their academic performance; and who are 

preparing for standardized tests.  A certified yoga teacher, Dr. P. also helps teens 

manage test anxiety, as well as organize their school materials and schedules to 

http://www.crimsoncoaching.com)/
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maximize their success during high school and beyond.  Her work with individual 

students has helped Dr. P. predict many of the pitfalls teens may experience when 

trying these techniques for the first time.  This practical insight informs the hands-on 

activities, helpful hints, and encouragement found on every page. 

 

Dr. P. has cultivated a wide potential audience for Soar among her diverse professional 

networks.  She regularly lectures at public libraries, schools, and community 

organizations about the five skills in this book.  Several times per year, Dr. P. teaches 

Study Skills and Time Management to parents with their teens at the Larchmont 

Mamaroneck Center for Continuing Education.  A former public and independent school 

teacher, Dr. P.’s contacts include parents, teachers, and administrators throughout New 

York City and its suburbs.  She could secure speaking engagements at all of these 

organizations and, perhaps, at BCC where she has taught for College Now, a CUNY 

(City University of New York)-wide college-readiness program for urban high school 

students.  Soar Through High School would be an ideal textbook for the introductory 

College Now course, as well as others like it nationwide.  As schools have “raced to the 

top” during the past decade, teachers were forced to fill students’ heads with more 

content for Common Core tests.  Skills like those Dr. P. teaches in this book have been 

cast aside, though parents and, increasingly, teens themselves understand how 

important they are to students’ present and future success.  Soar Through High School 

and Beyond is well-poised to fill this crucial gap in students’ education.  
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AUDIENCE 

It’s 8:08 am, and I’m halfway through checking my students’ homework in first period.  

By October, they know the drill: open binder, show me homework, get a check next to 

their name in my gradebook.  They know I’m eager to get to the good stuff – teaching – 

so most help me finish these housekeeping essentials quickly. 

 

Several rows back, papers rustle. An enormous loose leaf binder thumps open onto a 

desk.  Without turning around to look, I know it’s Sam because it’s always Sam – and in 

the next class, it’s Taylor, and in the class after that, Alex.  The student dives into the 

black hole of his backpack and, more often than not, emerges at the surface empty-

handed, swearing that he did the homework, but just doesn’t know where it is.  On a 

good day, the diver rescues a few sentences floating on a lone, torn sheet of paper, 

presenting them to me with as much pride as if they were rare pearls. 

 

Across the room, Sam’s classmate sneers. Ayesha’s homework, a work of art, rests 

neatly on her desk.  Handwriting as tidy as Helvetica, headings, subheadings and 

details each inked in a different color, this routine assignment clearly took Ayesha three 

times as long to complete as I’d intended. Four pages of neatly-printed, rainbow-colored 

notes stand in stark contrast to Sam’s rushed, barely legible sentences.  But 

perfectionism’s taking its toll on Ayesha, exhausted beneath the anxiety-fueled 

alertness. 
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Back at home, Sam’s mom wishes he were Ayesha, and Ayesha’s dad wishes she were 

Sam (or, at least shared some of his nonchalance!).  Both scratch their heads – and at 

times, scream, yell, and plead – trying to get their kid to change, but not sure how to 

help them do that. 

 

Primary Audience: Students Aged 12-18 and Their Parents 

Soar Through High School and Beyond targets the Sams and Ayeshas of America’s 

classrooms, as well as their parents.  Unlike its competitors (see following section) that 

merely list study skills, this book teaches the time management, organizational, 

note taking, self-care and study skills that middle and high school students need 

to succeed.  As classroom teachers spend more and more time trying to meet the 

challenges posed by standardized tests, skills instruction gets ignored – or passed on to 

parents who are often unequipped for that role.   

 

Soar Through High School and Beyond will help parents to help their children master 

these essential skills.  Since most adolescents will not purchase any book for 

themselves, an important component of the primary audience will be parents and other 

adult relatives who will purchase the book either for their child(ren) or themselves.  If the 

publisher believes that there could be a market for a series, I also envision that a 

parents’ companion edition to this book may be an effective guide for adults at home 

who want to guide their children as they practice with these techniques. 
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Soar Through High School and Beyond contains vital lessons for students in middle and 

high schools across the country.  According to the 2010 U.S. Census, there are almost 

54 million children aged 5 to 17 in the United States; we could extrapolate that about 24 

million of these are between the ages of 12 and 17.  If just 0.5% of this target buys or is 

given the book, Soar Through High School and Beyond could enjoy a print run of 

120,000. 

 

Secondary Audiences 
 

Middle, High School, Community, and Community College Libraries 

As a type of reference book, Soar Through High School and Beyond would also appeal 

to libraries that serve adolescents and young adults.  Advanced middle schoolers and 

remedial community college students, in addition to the “high school” students in the 

title, would benefit from the lessons in this book. 

 

Middle, High School, and Community College Teachers 

Teachers who work with students with learning disabilities or special challenges might 

be particularly motivated to buy this book.  If the publisher believes that there could be a 

market for a series, I also envision that a teachers’ companion edition to this book may 

be an effective guide for educators using the book as a classroom aid or textbook.  I 

would be delighted to expand upon Soar Through High School with additional exercises 

and a “key” for teachers.  In short, I see an eventual Soar Through High School 

franchise similar to the Chicken Soup series (e.g., Soar Through Elementary School, 

parent, student and teacher versions; Soar Through Middle School; College, etc.). 
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COMPETITION 

Cynthia Clumeck Muchnick and Justin Ross Muchnick, Straight-A Study Skills (F+W 

Media, 2013). $13.95. 

Cynthia Clumeck Muchnick, The Everything Guide to Study Skills (F+W Media, 2011). 

The older book, The Everything Guide to Study Skills, was repackaged two years later 

by the mother-son team in Straight-A Study Skills, so I’m reviewing them together.  

While both titles claim to offer “study skills,” they list rather than explain much more, 

glossing over everything from good posture to summer internships.  This mile-wide, 

inch-deep approach leaves the reader bombarded by “More Than 200 Essential 

Strategies,” and uncertain how to implement any single one effectively.  Both books 

target adolescents like the younger co-author, then a Phillips Academy student, with 

statements like “You have a job…: school” (Straight-A, 11), which will not resonate with 

less motivated students.  While my book covers some of the same general topics 

(such as building relationships with teachers and managing one’s time), it does so with 

more coherence, organizing them into five chapters instead of ten or nineteen, and 

with greater depth, including hands-on activities that guide readers through the 

process of learning study skills rather than just reading them in a list.  Moreover, by 

connecting each set of skills to goals that readers set for themselves in Chapter 

1, Soar Through High School and Beyond nurtures the intrinsic motivation 

students need to get organized, manage their time, and study in a new and effective 

way. 
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Stephanie Donaldson-Pressman, Rebecca Jackson, Dr. Robert M. Pressman, The 

Learning Habit: A Groundbreaking Approach to Homework and Parenting That Helps 

Our Children Succeed in School and Life (Perigee, 2014).  $17.00. 

This academic book of almost 300 pages is geared more for parents of young children 

than as a “how-to” book for adolescent students themselves.  While parents can 

benefit from reading Soar, its primary audience is adolescents themselves. 

 

Emma MacLaren Henke, School Rules! Tips, Shortcuts, and Secrets to Make You a 

Super Student (American Girl Publishing, 2016). $9.99. 

This thin, illustrated paperback targets ages 8 and up, but is most appropriate for 

elementary school girls.  My book will contain illustrations that serve as teaching 

aids, making it more appropriate for ages 12 and up. 

 

Cal Newport, How To Become a Straight-A Student: The Unconventional Strategies 

Real College Students Use to Score High While Studying Less (Three Rivers, 2006). 

According to his biographical blurb on Amazon.com, the author graduated Phi Beta 

Kappa from Dartmouth; using the birthdate listed for him on Google, this book was 

published when he was just 22 years old.  Little wonder why he recommends “studying 

less”: with a brain like his (and those of the Ivy Leaguers whose experiences he draws 

upon for his research), any study technique likely resulted in high scores.  Though I, 

too, have an Ivy League education and a Ph.D., I’ve also got two decades of 

experience teaching some of the nation’s brightest and some of its most 

disadvantaged students.  Unlike this book, Soar Through High School contains 
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techniques that will help students with a wide range of abilities written by someone with 

both an elite education and two decades of teaching these strategies. 

 

Carol Vorderman et al., Help Your Kids With Study Skills: A Unique Step-By-Step Visual 

Guide (DK Publishing, 2016). $19.95. 

While based in solid brain science, this “Visual Guide” contains an overwhelming 

number of colors, fonts, and illustrations on every page, making it incredibly difficult to 

focus on a main idea.  Once again, Soar targets teens rather than parents as its 

primary audience, and uses graphics to illustrate points made in the text rather 

than to substitute for textual explanation.  
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SPECIAL MARKETING and PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Large Chain Booksellers (Online and In-Person Retail) 

Amazon and Barnes and Noble both possess a robust selection of books related to 

education, “how-to” books, and books geared for students aiming to improve a skill or 

grade.  I could promote the book while giving a public workshop to parents and teens on 

one of the skills in the book. 

 

Teacher Supply Stores and Catalogs (Online and In-Person) 

Stores such as LakeShore Learning and catalogs like Discount School Supply offer 

teachers a wide variety of resources, including books, for their own and classroom use. 

I could promote the book while giving a workshop to teachers on how to use the book in 

the classroom. 

 

Teacher Union Magazines and Newsletters 

State and national teachers’ unions like NYSUT (New York State United Teachers) and 

AFT (American Federation of Teachers) frequently contain notices of members’ recent 

publications and advertisements of educational books.  (I’m a NYSUT member.) 

 

Pre-College Instructors and Students 

As a former instructor for the City University of New York’s College Now Program (see 

http://collegenow.cuny.edu/ for more information), I know that this book could be utilized 

by current teachers and students there, as well as on syllabi at similar courses 

nationwide. 

http://collegenow.cuny.edu/
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Harvard and Rutgers Alumni Magazines and Social Media 

As an alumna, I could request that my book be listed in the monthly columns dedicated 

to alumni publications.  A former member of the Harvard Club of New York, I could also 

request a speaking engagement at the Club, whose members are fellow alumni.  

Finally, LinkedIn, the Harvard Alumni Association, and other websites have sponsored 

webinars by alumni during the past several years.  As a relatively active alumna, I could 

attempt to secure such an HAA-sponsored webinar upon publication of Soar Through 

High School and Beyond. 

 

Publications Geared to Teachers and to Parents 

Magazines like Parents and journals of professional organizations of special education 

teachers, for example, would likely review the book. 

 

Public Lectures 

I regularly lecture at public libraries, schools, and community organizations on content 

contained in one or more chapters in Soar.  I also teach a course for parents and teens 

on Study Skills and Time Management at the Larchmont Mamaroneck Center for 

Continuing Education.  Twice a year, the Center hosts a large evening lecture for a 

notable community member.  Since my LMCCE course is quite popular, I could request 

an invitation to appear as a keynote speaker next September. 
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A former public and private high school teacher, I also possess numerous contacts 

among parents, teachers, and administrators throughout New York City and its suburbs.  

I could easily secure speaking engagements at such schools and, perhaps, at Bronx 

Community College (BCC) of the City University of New York (CUNY), where I currently 

teach as an adjunct assistant professor of History.  Finally, I taught formerly for BCC’s 

College Now Program, a CUNY-wide college-readiness program for urban high school 

students.  Soar Through High School would be an ideal textbook for the introductory 

course in the College Now Program, as well as others like it nationwide.  

 

My Blog and Social Media Followers 

Since 2015, I’ve published a blog / email newsletter geared to parents of teenagers.  

“Desk to Nest,” which goes out to more than 1,000 subscribers six times per year, would 

make an ideal platform from which to advertise the publication of Soar. 

 

More than 6500 Facebook users have viewed a single Live video of mine.  The majority 

of my other Facebook Live videos garner thousands of views.  I will regularly promote 

Soar Through High School and Beyond on Facebook Live before, during, and after 

publication to the same parent groups that have enthusiastically embraced my other 

content. 

Local, National and International Morning and Daytime Talk Shows 

As a natural extrovert and photogenic presence, I would be delighted to promote Soar 

on television shows geared toward a general audience and stay-at-home mothers.  If 
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the book were translated into Spanish or French, I could also appear on foreign media, 

as I am a fluent speaker of both languages.  
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MANUSCRIPT SPECIFICATIONS  

Proposed Book Length   

Approximately 150,000 words 

 

Illustrations 

Each chapter will contain an average of five visual aids (for an approximate total of 25) 

that will accomplish one or more of the following goals: 

1. provide a worksheet template in which the reader can complete a suggested 

exercise; 

2. illustrate the manner in which an exercise could be completed; 

3. spark the reader’s imagination to execute an exercise in a creative manner; 

and / or, 

4. inspire the reader through notable and historical figures’ quotes. 

 

Format     

Softcover only; preferred size: 8.5” x 11” (size of a spiral notebook) 

 

Estimated Completion Date 

The manuscript is completed. 
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Front Matter (approximate total length = 7 pages) 

Title Page 

Copyright Page 

Dedication Page 

Table of Contents 

List of Illustrations 

Foreword 

 

Back Matter (approximate total length = 9 pages) 

Acknowledgements 

Suggested Reading List 

Appendices 

Notes / References 

Index 
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OUTLINE: Table of Contents (Brief Version) 

List of Illustrations         i 

Foreword          v 

INTRODUCTION         1 

CHAPTER 1: MANAGING TIME       7 

CHAPTER 2: ORGANIZING STUFF      45 

CHAPTER 3: STUDYING WISELY      72 

CHAPTER 4: STAYING HEALTHY      119 

CHAPTER 5: HAVING FUN       159 

CONCLUSION         187 

Acknowledgements         189 

Suggested Reading List        TBD 

Appendices          TBD 

Notes / References         TBD 

Index           TBD 
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OUTLINE: Annotated and Extended Version 

 

CHAPTER 1: MANAGING TIME 

Readers will learn how and why to use a weekly planner and monthly calendar to 

manage short- and long-term assignments as well as to reach their own goals, 

articulated at the beginning of the chapter; to spend brief “free” moments on 

schoolwork; and to take necessary but limited breaks during extended homework 

sessions.  Finally, Dr. P. steers students away from multitasking so their brains can fully 

absorb the new content they’re learning. 

• Chapter Summary 

• Chapter Introduction 

• “Accomplish Great Things”: Choose and Record Your Goals and Dreams 

• Develop an Action Plan 

• Forget No More: Record Homework Assignments and Due Dates in Your Weekly 

Planner 

• Nightly Homework (or Short-Term Assignments) 

• Maximize “Free” Time to Get More Of It 

• The 5: 1 Rule 

• Hello, Single-Tasking! 

• Rock Long-Term Projects 

o Step 1: Break Big Assignments into Smaller Bits 

o Step 2: Record “Non-Negotiables” on the Monthly Calendar  

o Step 3: Add Long-Term Assignments to the Monthly Calendar 

o Step 4: Don’t Forget Your Goals and Dreams  
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• Chapter Conclusion 

 

CHAPTER 2: ORGANIZING STUFF 

Chapter Two recommends purchasing certain school supplies as the first step in staying 

organized throughout the year.  Dr. P. offers suggestions for how to stock and how often 

to empty one’s backpack to remain organized during the school day.  She also lays out 

strategies for keeping track of notes, tests, and other materials so they’re safe until 

they’re needed for midterm and final exam study sessions.  Lastly, “Organizing Stuff” 

addresses the importance of the home environment, including establishing habits and 

rituals, as a key component in getting and staying organized for school. 

• Chapter Summary 

• Chapter Introduction 

• Color-Coding by Subject 

• Buying the Basics: Notebooks and Folders 

• Beyond the Basics: Other School Supplies 

• Fill ‘Er Up!: Get Your Backpack Ready for Its First Day of School 

• Work Space: Choose Your “Desk” 

• Purging into Your “School Drawer” 

• Take Care of Your Backpack and It Will Take Care of YOU! 

• A Note on Lockers 

• Chapter Conclusion 

 

CHAPTER 3: STUDYING WISELY 
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This chapter provides detailed instructions on how to take reading notes in an 

amalgamation of the SQ3R and Cornell Note Taking Methods.  The author explains how 

to modify this method for note taking to accommodate various styles of classroom 

instruction.  “Studying Wisely” recommends making flash cards each night based on the 

previous night’s reading and classroom instruction that day as a way to link prior 

knowledge to new information.  Thoughtful, consistent note-taking and reviews will 

mitigate the need for cramming prior to tests.  Instead, Dr. P. outlines several pre-test 

study strategies, from reviewing teachers’ past exams to predict future questions; 

studying with others when appropriate; and with judiciously using technology.  Finally, 

this chapter offers a few techniques for studying for standardized tests. 

• Chapter Summary 

• Chapter Introduction 

• Note Taking while Reading: History and Social Studies 

o CNTM Step 1. Read 

o CNTM Step 2. Organize the Page 

o CNTM Step 3. Take Notes at Right 

o CNTM Step 4. Questions on Bottom Left 

o CNTM Step 5. Synthesize at Top Left. 

• In-Class Note Taking 

o Lecture-Based Classrooms 

o CNTM During Activity-Based Instruction 

• Nightly Reviews: Making Flash Cards 

• Studying for Tests 
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• The Night Before the Test 

• Quizlets, Kahoot and Technology 

• Studying Alone vs. Studying with Others 

• Standardized Tests 

• Chapter Conclusion 

 

CHAPTER 4: STAYING HEALTHY 

Chapter 4 incorporates cutting-edge research on adolescent neuroscience and nutrition 

with time-tested insights from educational psychology to explain the connections 

between emotional and physical health and academic achievement.  Dr. P. offers a 

variety of mindfulness practices – both written and audiovisual (found on her website, 

crimsoncoaching.com) – to students as they learn to nurture all three. 

• Sleep, Physical Activity, and Diet 

• Mindfulness versus Happiness 

• Setting Goals 

• Taming Anxiety 

• The Power of Visualization 

• Health and Everything Else 

• Chapter Conclusion 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5: HAVING FUN 
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Soar Through High School and Beyond’s final chapter dives into the sometimes-

muddied waters of teens’ interpersonal relationships, and their influence on academic 

success.  Dr. P. encourages readers to develop a variety of peer relationships, as well 

as to cultivate mentors among teachers and other adults in their school community.  

Finally, Chapter 5 offers tips for getting along with parents and siblings – two 

relationships that often fray during high school – as a way to bolster emotional health 

and academic achievement. 

• Chapter Summary 

• Introduction 

• Friends, Study Partners, Peer Tutors, and Class Buddies 

• How and Why to Build Relationships with Teachers 

• Other Adults in the School Community 

• Fostering Relationships Outside School – and Why This Matters 

• College and Career 

• Don’t Forget Fun! 

• Chapter Conclusion 

 

CONCLUSION 

SUGGESTED READING LIST 

APPENDICES 

NOTES / REFERENCES 

INDEX 
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Sample Chapter 

CHAPTER TWO: ORGANIZING STUFF 

 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, you will learn:  

• which school supplies to buy to stay organized throughout the year 

• how often and when to empty your backpack 

• where, why, and how to keep track of notes, tests, and other materials  

• how to organize your home environment and to establish habits that promote 

academic success 

 

Chapter Introduction 

Remember Sam?  The student who recovered a tattered piece of paper from the bottom 

of his backpack and called it “homework”?  Well, Sam’s hardly alone.  Even students 

who claim to have a “system” to organize their schoolwork could use some pointers.  

Take Olivia.  Articulate* and bright, Olivia insisted on lugging a single three-ring binder 

around with her from class to class.  She stored every note and assignment from every 
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class in this binder which, by November, was bursting at its seams.  When I asked 

Olivia what would happen if she accidentally dropped the binder and the hundreds of 

pieces of paper inside scattered to the wind, she just smiled sheepishly and shrugged 

her shoulders.  Olivia and Sam’s habits might differ, but they can both use some new 

strategies for organizing their stuff.  After managing your time, keeping track of your 

school materials is one of the most important skills you’ll need to soar through 

high school and beyond. 

 

articulate: having the ability to speak fluently and coherently 

 

 

In this chapter, that’s exactly what you’ll find.  First, we’ll pick up and expand upon the 

practice of subject-by-subject color coding that we began in Chapter 1.  Next, we’ll 

suggest which supplies you’ll need – and how to keep them organized – to start a 

successful school year.  Then, we’ll turn to organizing your materials at home – 

specifically, the places where you complete and store your assignments.  Finally, we’ll 

explain how to “take care” of your backpack and say a few words about lockers.  With 

your books, notebooks, and folders organized, you’ll be soaring through high school in 

no time. 

  

 

 

Color-Coding by Subject 
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“Somewhere over the rainbow / Blue birds fly / 
And the dreams that you dreamed of / Dreams really do come true….”   

- Dorothy, The Wizard of Oz 

 

If you dream about finally getting organized, add this goal to your Goals and Dreams 

Worksheet (you can leave the Action Plan section blank until you finish reading this 

chapter).  Then, put the colors of the rainbow to work for you.  In Chapter 1, you 

assigned each academic subject a different color when you recorded its assignments on 

your monthly calendar.  In our example from “Managing Time,” we wrote History work in 

green; maybe you chose your favorite color for your favorite subject.  If you forget which 

color you picked for which subject, get your calendar out now to refresh your memory. 

 

Next, write down all of the classes you’re taking this year on a piece of paper – and 

don’t forget your half-year courses like Health.  Next to each subject, list the color 

you’ve assigned it.  (If it’s the beginning of the school year, do this with your schedule of 

classes in front of you so that you don’t forget any courses, especially those that might 

not start until later in the year.)  Don’t limit yourself to the colors of the rainbow, either: 

feel free to choose black, silver, brown, pink and other non-ROYGBIV shades.  If you 

don’t have any preferences, feel free to use my choices for yourself: 

MATH  red 

ENGLISH yellow 

SCIENCE blue 

HISTORY green 

HEALTH purple 
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MUSIC / ART  pink 

OTHER (fill in a specific subject or leave for miscellaneous papers you might 

receive during Homeroom or elsewhere) turquoise 

It’s important that you actually write your choices down – or, at least, use the Notes 

app on your phone to record them – because you’re going to use it as the basis of a 

shopping list in the following section. 

 

Buying the Basics: Notebooks and Folders 

It’s easy to become overwhelmed when you visit an office supply store or log on to 

purchase school supplies online.  Most of us simply give up and revert back to what 

we’ve always done when we face too many choices.  Olivia, for example, wouldn’t 

browse the aisles: she’d look for the largest three-ring binder she could find and run to 

the cash register.  Avoid Olivia’s fate by figuring out what you need for each class 

before you step foot in the store or log onto a website. 

 

If your teacher has required a specific type of notebook or other materials, write these 

items down next to your subject-color pair.  For example, if Ms. Del Vecchio, your 

Biology teacher, has made it clear that you must use a three-ring binder in her class, 

write this down on the SCIENCE line.  Don’t forget the loose leaf paper that needs to go 

into the binder, as well as any other supplies she’s mentioned: 

SCIENCE blue: 3-ring binder, looseleaf paper, 12” ruler 
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Remember, for this academic year in this subject, Ms. Del Vecchio’s the boss, and you 

need to give the boss what she wants to start off on the right foot. 

 

Not every high school teacher cares as much about the supplies her students use as 

Ms. Del Vecchio does, though.  If your teacher hasn’t specified what type of notebook 

she’d like you to use in her class, I recommend buying a single-subject (about 70 

pages) spiral notebook and a two-pocket plastic folder in the same color for each 

class.  If you can find a single-subject notebook that contains pages with a perforated 

edge, even better.  Some students have strong objections to spiral notebooks, so let me 

explain why I believe that the notebook-folder combination is ideal for most high school 

students, especially those attempting to get organized for the first time. 

 

1. The price is right.  I just found a single-subject notebook on sale for 75 cents on the 

website of one of office supply chain. The two-pocket plastic folder cost 50 cents.  Even 

if you have to buy three more single-subject notebooks for that class, you’re still only at 

$3.50 for the class’ basic supplies. 

2. Good things come in small packages.  If you drop a single-subject notebook into 

the mud while walking home from school, you haven’t lost all the work for all your 

classes, which would happen if you used a larger three-ring binder for all of your 

classes like Olivia does.  Also, since you’ll be buying another notebook of the same 

color and size when you fill up the first one with notes and store it at home (more on this 

below), you won’t lose your notes from the entire year if you misplace a single-subject 

notebook. 
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3.  “[O]ne word…. Plastics.”  While pocket folders made from paper cost less than 

plastic folders, they’re also more likely to rip when you overstuff or remove them roughly 

from your backpack.  Investing the extra quarter now in a folder made from plastic will 

likely prevent you from having to buy another paper folder in a few months – and will 

better protect your schoolwork. (Mitigate* the environmental costs of plastic 

consumption by re-using your folders next year, too!) 

 

mitigate: to make less severe 

 

Some students react so strongly against my recommendations that I’ve included their 

usual reactions – along with my rebuttals – here: 

4. “One of my teachers requires a three-ring binder, so why can’t I just use that 

binder for all of my subjects?”  Remember Olivia and the mud?  Storing all of your 

subjects’ notes and assignments in a single place is a disaster waiting to happen. I do 

appreciate, though, that having one large three-ring binder and a bunch of single-

subject spiral notebooks will make for a heavy backpack.  As a certified yoga teacher, I 

don’t want your spine to compress under the weight of a thirty-pound backpack!  So, if 

just one (or even two) teacher(s) require(s) a three-ring binder, buy the skinniest three-

ring binder you can find.  I found one online that measures just three-quarters of an inch 

and holds 120 sheets of paper.  Use the binder only for work for the teacher(s) who 

required the binder.  Your primary objective should be to keep each subject’s work 

in a distinct place so that you can retrieve it quickly and easily when you need it. 
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5.  “Sometimes my teacher requests that I hand in work from my notebook.  

Ripping it out of the spiral notebook leaves a messy “fringe” along the side of the paper 

– and there’s no way to put the sheet back once it’s torn from the notebook.  Wouldn’t 

a three-ring binder solve these problems?”  Yes.  And if your teacher asks you to 

hand in work completed in your notebook every day or even once a week, hopefully 

she’s thought ahead and already asked you to purchase a three-ring binder.  If she 

hasn’t – and you’ve noticed after a month in her class that she’s doing this once a week 

or more – sure, go ahead and switch to a skinny three-ring binder for her class. 

 

If, however, ripping a piece of paper out of the notebook for her class occurs 

infrequently (less than once a week), stick with the spiral notebook.  Hopefully, you’ve 

been able to find one with perforations to avoid the left-side “fringe.”  You can place the 

single sheet into your plastic folder for that class when (and if) you receive it back from 

your teacher.  If you’re really intent on keeping your notebook intact and in strict 

chronological order, you can always use a mini-stapler to fasten it back in place (more 

on mini-staplers in “Beyond the Basics” below).  A spiral notebook helps ensure 

that your notes stay in order because, unlike a ring-binder, pages can’t get lost unless 

you’re helping to them to escape!  Using a notebook that contains just 70 pages – as 

opposed to a binder which, like Olivia’s, can keep expanding from September to May – 

also puts a “hard stop” on when you need to store it for future reference and start a new 

notebook. 

To Do List: 
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 List each subject you’re studying in school (as well as any “extracurriculars” 

like Hebrew or violin that might require you to write and / or save sheets of paper) 

on a piece of paper 

 Assign each subject a color 

 List the supplies each teacher has required you to buy next to the color.  If your 

teacher hasn’t provided you with any specific instructions about materials, list “1-

subject spiral notebook” and “plastic pocket folder” next to each color 

 

Beyond the Basics: Other School Supplies 

When you were in elementary school, it’s likely that your parents received a list of 

supplies for you to bring on the first day.  Since you had just one teacher, your school 

could mail one letter to Moms and Dads, who took their tots to pick out crayons and 

rubber glue and those little scissors with the curved edges during the waning* days of 

summer. 

wane: to become weaker, smaller, or less powerful 

 

With elementary school far in the rearview mirror, it’s tougher for parents and teens to 

figure out what you need to bring to secondary schools.  Middle and high schools rarely 

send out academic supply lists; colleges never do (though they likely provide a list of 

items that students planning to live in the dormitories will need).  If you’re lucky enough 

to receive a list of supplies from an individual teacher, add those to your subject-color 

list now.  If not, use Figure 5 on the following pages as a general guide.  It contains the 
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basics that I recommend every student bring with them to every class from middle 

school through college:
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Figure 5. High School Supplies Shopping List 
 

o Mini-stapler and extra staples  
o Yellow highlighter (if you’re really into highlighting, get a second or third in 

different colors, like pink or green) 
o Black pens for taking notes (more on this in Chapter 3) 
o Several pencils with #2 lead (if you prefer mechanical pencils, make sure their 

lead is #2, since many standardized test bubble sheets require this type) 
o Colored pens and pencils 
o Tiny pencil sharpener (not needed if you bought mechanical pencils) 
o Permanent black marker (e.g., a “Sharpie”) 
o Eraser (if you can find one, I love the Pentel hi-polymer white eraser because it 

does its job well and leaves few traces behind) 
o Mini-straight edge or ruler (6” inch is fine) 
o White-out tape 
o Zippered pouch which can hold everything above (buy this last and if you’re in a 

physical store, actually place one of each item above inside the pouch to make 
sure they fit) 

o For every three-ring binder and folder (i.e., for each class you’re taking) you buy, 
purchase one 11x14 or 12x16 manila envelope 

o Pack of 3x5 or 4x6 index cards; if you can afford it, buy multi-colored cards and / 
or cards that come with a ring through them (more on what to do with these in 
Chapter 3) 

o Filing crate 
o Binder clips (medium size) 
o Backpack or schoolbag 

 
If you haven’t bought your items from Chapter 1 yet, add these to your list, too: 

o Monthly calendar (either desk blotter or dry erase white board with markers) 
o Weekly planner 
 

If your family can afford it: 
o Label maker 

 
Non-Academic Items for Personal Care: 

o Pack of tissues 
o Chewing gum or hand candy (in case you’re sick, have a sore throat or bad 

breath) 
o Eye drops (if you wear contact lenses) 
o Feminine care products (carry 1-2 all the time in case of emergencies) 
o A second zippered pouch for these items (you may want to store a set of your 

house keys in this pouch, too) 
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It’s easy to get carried away or confused when trying to figure out what you’ll need to 

bring to a new school or for a new year.  With a bit of planning before you go 

shopping, however, you can help yourself to get and stay organized from freshman 

year through graduation. 

To Do List: 

 Print out Figure 5 

 Bring it – or this entire book – and your list subject-color list from the section 

above with you when you go school shopping or when you log onto a website to 

purchase school supplies 

 Check off each item as you put it in your cart 

 If you can’t find the color you chose, be flexible, but remember to match your 

notebook and folder for that class – and to get a pencil / marker in that color for 

your monthly calendar 

 

Fill ‘Er Up!: Get Your Backpack Ready for Its First Day of School 

Once you get your supplies home (or they come delivered), you need to label and find 

the right spots for them.  First, place your spiral notebooks and folders in color-coded 

piles: yellow folder under yellow notebook, red folder under red notebook, etc.  Take out 

your subject-color list for handy reference, to make sure you’re labeling the correct 

subject name on each set.  Use the permanent black marker (or label maker) to write 

out in capital letters the subject at the top each folder and notebook (e.g., MATH or 

ALGEBRA).  Make the letters about one inch high so they’re easily visible to you and 

anyone else who might find the notebook or folder.  Just beneath the subject name, 
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write (or place a second label with) your own name, so that if the folder or notebook 

gets lost in school or on the bus, it’ll find its way back to you.  You may want to include a  

label or line on the inside front cover which contains either your cell phone number or 

email address; in case you lose the notebook or folder outside your school community, 

the finder will be able to return it to you.  (Place your cell number or email address on 

the inside cover to keep this information a bit private; for your own safety, never include 

your home address.)  Make one last name label for your weekly planner (or just write 

your name legibly on its front cover).  Double-check to make sure that each folder, 

notebook, and planner displays your own name and the subject name on the front 

cover.   

 

Once your weekly planner, as well as each notebook, folder, and binder is clearly 

labeled, place them in the main compartment of your backpack.  If they don’t all fit, put 

in as many as you can now; either bring the others to school in a tote bag, or in your 

backpack the day after tomorrow.   

 

While your permanent black marker is out, go ahead and write your name in big letters 

on the zippered pouches before placing the mini-stapler, highlighter, and other school 

items inside the first and the personal care items in the other.  If your backpack has an 

outside pocket big enough to store the academic pouch, put it there.  Since you may 

use the items inside several times per day, you want to access it easily.  Feel free to 

keep one black or blue pen and one pencil, perhaps, outside the pouch, if you notice 

that you’re using only them during class (and not the other items in the pouch).  Place 
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your personal care items in their separate pouch, which can go inside the main part of 

backpack if you don’t have room for it on the outside.  Since it’s likely that you will not 

need those items frequently, it’s fine to store them inside. 

 

Finally, decide on a single place in your home where your backpack will “live.”  

It’s not good enough to designate “bedroom” as this spot, especially if your bedroom 

tends to be messy.  Instead, pick a specific location where you will place your backpack 

each day when you come home from school, and where you retrieve it without thinking 

each morning before heading out the door.  Ideally, this spot will be close to where you 

plan on completing your homework (more on this below) and where nobody else will 

move it.  So, hanging off the back of a kitchen chair is not a great choice – it’s likely 

someone else in your family will remove it from there – but sitting on or hanging from 

the back of your desk chair inside your bedroom is.  If you share a bedroom with a 

sibling and plan to store your backpack there, have a heart-to-heart with your brother or 

sister and ask him or her not to touch it.  It’s important that you pick one spot where 

your backpack will be, so that when you’re in a rush to get out the door in the morning, 

you’re not searching for it all over the house. 

To Do List: 

 Label your notebooks, folders, and any binders with the subject name and your 

name. 

 Label your weekly planner and pouches with your name. 

 Include contact information on the inside covers of these items. 
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 Designate one spot in your home as your backpack’s “home.” Make sure your 

family members know to not move it from this spot. 

 

Work Space: Choose Your “Desk” 

As I mentioned above, the ideal location for your backpack’s “home” is one just beside 

the place where you plan to do your homework.  If you work outside your bedroom – like 

at the kitchen table – just make sure that your family members: (A) don’t mind you 

taking over a “public” space every afternoon or evening, and (B) promise not to move 

your backpack from its location or (C) you remember to put your backpack in a more 

private “home” after you’re done with your homework.  I’m not crazy about Option C, 

though, because it’s easy to say you’ll move your backpack to its “home” but then forget 

to do so, especially if you don’t complete your homework all at once.  If you have no 

other choice than to do your homework at the kitchen table or another “public” space in 

your home, Option B is preferable to Option C.   

 

Better still, though, than doing your homework in the dining room or kitchen is 

completing it in a more private space like your bedroom.  Even if you share a 

bedroom with a sibling, you still only need to factor in the behavior of one other person – 

as opposed to everyone else in your family – when you choose your bedroom as your 

workplace.  Many parents complain that the bedroom contains too many potential 

distractions – phones, internet, TV, etc.  To these worries, I reply, “Is the kitchen or 

dining room less distracting?”  Most likely, the answer is “no.”  Often public spaces 

bustle with more intrusions than bedrooms since other family members cook, eat, play, 
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talk, and laugh in them.  In a bedroom, it’s easy to close the door and at least muffle 

these possible disturbances.   

 

Of course, working without parental oversight requires that you keep the interruptions – 

especially those that pop up on your phone – at bay.  Parents who prefer their children 

to work in a public part of the home worry that their teens don’t possess the self-control 

that working independently requires.  Unless you have a debilitating case of ADD, I’m 

here to tell you that you do have what it takes to work without parental supervision.  You 

choose your goals and dreams when you turn your phone into airplane mode and 

disable the wi-fi on your laptop while you do your homework.  If your parents are 

convinced that you’re incapable of being a responsible student, prove them 

wrong.  Commit to spending the 50 minutes at a time (see Chapter 1, “The 5:1 Rule”) 

without checking your phone or going online so that you can concentrate on your 

homework in the privacy of your bedroom. 

 

Among those who study in their bedrooms, many students like to do their homework 

while lying on their beds.  Often, parents hate this practice.  As long as you’re not 

falling asleep every time you open up your books, though, it’s fine to read, 

highlight, or flip through flash cards (more about making these in Chapter 3) in bed.  

However, when you need to take notes on your reading, write out flash cards or 

anything else, sit upright at a desk or table (or invest in a lap desk).  Sitting allows you 

to write more efficiently so you’ll complete your work more quickly than while lying 

down. 
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Once you’ve identified the place where you’ll be doing the majority of your homework 

each night, hang your monthly calendar and your Goals and Dreams Worksheet from 

Chapter 1 on the wall above that spot.  You need to reach the calendar to write on it 

easily and to see it every day, so that your brain registers upcoming due dates daily.  If 

you’ve bought a desk blotter monthly calendar, make sure that you clear your desk of 

any books and papers after completing your assignments each night.  Scan the 

calendar just before starting and after finishing your homework each night.  Doing 

so will help remind you of what needs to be done during that night’s homework session, 

as well as of what you still need to do during the rest of the week and month.  Planning 

out your assignments in advance on the monthly calendar as we did in Chapter 1 won’t 

amount to anything if you never consult the calendar.   

 

If your desk currently serves as a resting spot for clothes and other items, either resolve 

to put them away promptly before beginning your homework (you’ll probably make your 

parents happy, too) or pick a different place at which to complete your homework every 

night.  Do your homework every night from a “clean” spot where you can easily 

see and write on your Goals & Dreams Worksheet and monthly calendar.  Creating 

an ordered yet inspirational environment conducive* to work – free from the 

distractions of family members, social media, friends, and clutter – is an important step 

on your journey to soaring through high school. 

 

conducive: making a certain situation or outcome likely or possible 
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To Do List: 

 Pick a spot in your home where you will complete your homework every night.  

While you should choose this spot carefully, don’t stick to it if it’s not working for 

you.  Do, however, give any new spot two weeks before switching to another. 

 Resolve to keep the wi-fi on your laptop turned off and your phone in airplane 

mode while you’re doing your homework wherever you’ve chosen to do it. 

 Hang your monthly calendar and Goals and Dreams worksheet close to where 

you’ll be doing your homework every day.  Make sure you can write on and see 

both easily. 

 If your monthly calendar is a desk blotter, clear your desk of clothes and other 

items before sitting down to work.  (Actually, it’s a good practice to clear your 

work surface wherever you do your homework.) 

  Glance at the monthly calendar before and after completing your homework 

assignments each night. 

 

 

Purging into Your “School Drawer” 

Not everything that you bought at the school supply store went into your backpack.  

(After all, it’s tough to fit a file crate in there!)  Some of the items in Figure 5 should 

remain at home.  If your family wasn’t able to buy a file crate, you can substitute a 

bureau drawer, basket, or even a large shoe box.  For our purposes, I’ll call this drawer, 

basket, or box, a “crate.”  Place the manila envelopes inside the crate and pick a 
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permanent home for it, just as you did for your backpack.  Unlike your backpack, 

which you need to access quickly every day, you’ll need the crate only when you have 

finished a notebook or empty out your binder (more on this below), so it’s fine to pick a 

more remote spot for the crate.  The back of a closet or under your bed will do just 

fine.  Just make sure it’s not too remote – you want to remember where it is and have 

access to it at least four times per year, maybe more. 

 

Use this crate to store notebooks, past exams, papers, quizzes, and other academic 

materials that you may need for studying for midterm and final exams later in the school 

year.  Remember that I recommended buying single-subject notebooks because they 

forced you to stop taking notes when you ran out of pages?  Once you complete one 

notebook, break out your permanent black marker (or label maker) and write “#1 of 

___” and leave the second number blank.  You won’t know how many notebooks that 

you’ll use for any given subject until the end of the year, so write in the total number of 

books for that subject at the end of the year.  Place the completed notebook inside 

the crate, and the crate back in its spot until the next time you need to store a finished 

notebook or empty out a binder or folder.   

 

While it’s easy to know when to put a single-subject notebook into your storage crate – 

when you reach the last page, in it goes! – it’s a bit trickier to figure out when to empty 

the contents of a looseleaf binder.  Some middle school teachers conduct binder 

organization sessions with their students, but high school teachers rarely do.  So, take a 

cue from middle school teachers and empty out your own binder and folders four times 
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per school year or every time you receive a report card.  Before you do so, though, get 

out your crate, manila envelopes, binder clips, and permanent black marker.  Write the 

subject names (and year, if it’s a multi-year course) in large capital letters across the top 

of each envelope.  Then, use a binder clip to keep your notes in order and empty 

the contents of your binder or folder into each envelope.  If you’ve already placed a 

single-subject notebook into the crate, add it into the folder for that subject now.  This 

process shouldn’t take you more than a half-hour every couple of months, but it’s a 

good habit.  Not only will you safeguard your work from earlier in the year in the event of 

a lost backpack or muddy notebook in February, but you’ll get a sense of 

accomplishment when you see how much work you’ve done at periodic intervals 

throughout the year. 

 

incinerate: to destroy something by burning 

 

Many students like to ritually incinerate* or otherwise fancifully destroy their notes at 

the end of the school year, but I strongly advise you to save all the materials in your 

crate until AFTER you receive your final grade for the course at the end of the 

school year.  Do not rush to get rid of the materials right after your final exam; in 

extremely rare cases, schools lose (and students fail) exams and you might have to 

take an exam twice.  With the exception of courses that run for two years, like Global 

History in New York State, dump your materials only after you know for sure that you 

will not need to take the exam again. 

To Do List: 
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 If it’s the start of a new school year, put manila envelopes into your file crate; 

store in a single location in your home, preferably somewhere in your bedroom. 

 Place labeled notebooks into the crate when you run out of pages in them. 

 Every time you receive a report card, bring home all of your binders and folders. 

(If you’re forgetful, add “purging” to your calendar on the Friday before 

Thanksgiving, and to the last Fridays in February and May.)  Empty the contents 

into an envelope that you label with the subject name. 

 Keep the notebooks and filled envelopes in the crate until after you receive your 

final report card for the year and know that you do not need to re-take any final 

exam.  For two-year courses, keep materials from Year One until after you’ve 

passed the exam at the end of Year Two. 

 

 

Take Care of Your Backpack and It Will Take Care of YOU! 

All of the purging that you do three or four times per year will help to keep your binders 

and folders – and therefore, your backpack – light.  Making these purges part of your 

quarterly routine will thus help save your spine and your work.  Nevertheless, these 

quarterly cleanses shouldn’t be the only time you clear and straighten out the contents 

of your backpack.  In fact, there are nightly and weekly habits to practice with the 

contents of your backpack to make it work for you and not end up like Sam’s. 

 

First, empty out the contents of your backpack every night.  You don’t need to 

empty the pouches out every night (more on these a bit later), but you should take the 
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pouches themselves out, along with the books, binders, notebooks, and folders.  If 

you’re like Sam and many other teens, you will also find stray papers and some trash 

when you empty your backpack.  Some of the papers might be letters to parents 

distributed by your homeroom teacher.  Go give them to Mom or Dad now.  Others 

might be a graded test or study sheet hastily shoved into your hand by your History 

teacher on your way out the door.  Put these subject-specific papers into the 

appropriate folder or binder now.  Figure out where the stray papers belong and get 

them to the right place before you begin your homework.  And, of course, throw out 

or recycle anything you don’t need anymore.  Trash removed and stray papers 

delivered or filed, you’re now ready to begin your homework. 

 

As you complete each assignment, make sure you put each binder or notebook and 

folder back into your pack.  If you need to print something out, do not place the folder 

or binder into your backpack until it contains the finished assignment in it.  Each 

time you finish an assignment and place that subject’s items into your backpack, 

cross that item off your homework list in your weekly planner (see Chapter 1 for 

more on how to use the weekly planner for recording homework assignments).  You 

have not finished an assignment until it sits in your backpack, ready to be shown to the 

teacher the following day.  Once you’ve finished your last assignment of the evening, 

zip your backpack up and place it in its “home” for the night.  Congratulations!  You’ve 

both earned a delicious night’s rest. 
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Each Friday, dig a bit more deeply into the contents of your backpack.  Don’t just take 

out the binders, books, folders, and notebooks, empty the pouches, too.  Notice if your 

academic pouch needs any refills: a new eraser? More staples?  Whatever it is, write 

that item down on a piece of paper and ask a parent to help you get that supply this 

weekend.  Now, do the same for your personal care pouch.  Did you have a cold and 

run out of tissues this week?  Make a note to buy another pack.  Check your pouches 

on Friday afternoon or evening so that you give your parents time to purchase 

needed items over the weekend.  By taking care of your backpack on a daily, weekly 

and quarterly basis, you’re helping ensure that you have what you need – where and 

when you need it – to soar through high school successfully. 

 

To Do List: 

 Empty your backpack before starting your homework every night. 

 Put stray papers in their proper place, give parents any notices that they need to 

attend to, and throw away or recycle trash you accumulated during the day. 

 After completing each assignment, place the completed work in the folder or 

binder and all items for that subject back into your pack.  Cross that assignment 

off your homework list in your weekly planner. 

 Place your backpack in its “home” before going to sleep every night. 

 Empty your academic and personal care pouches every Friday afternoon.  Add 

this ten-minute process to your calendar now.  Note which items need refilling 

and make time to buy them during the weekend ahead. 
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A Note on Lockers 

I used to tutor the son of a couple who met and fell in love thanks to school lockers.  

Since their last names both began with the same three letters, their lockers were right 

next to one another – and so they were able to flirt in between each class, every day for 

four years.  Sadly, it seems that this opportunity for socializing no longer exists since 

most students that I teach and tutor today rarely use their school-assigned lockers.  (In 

fact, one school where I used to teach converted its locker space into a student lounge 

because students so rarely used the former.)   

 

If you have a locker at school, I recommend that you use it.  I realize that “passing 

time” in many schools is so brief and today’s high schools are often so large, that many 

students simply find it easier to carry all of their notebooks, folders, and binders around 

with them all day.  As a yoga teacher and someone who cares about teens’ physical as 

well as emotional and academic fitness, I believe that carrying so much weight around 

for so many hours each day negatively impacts developing bones and muscles.   

 

If there’s no way to visit your locker after every single class, visit it once before 

school begins, again in the middle of the day, and finally after last period.  In the 

morning, figure out what you’ll need for your first three or four classes (or until you can 

next visit your locker) and put just these items in your backpack.  During your midday 

visit, exchange these items for those you’ll need in the latter half of the day.  Since this 

midday visit will likely be your most rushed, use your color-coding to help you, perhaps 

noting on a small index card affixed to the inside of your locker door which color folders 
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and notebooks you need on which days.  The final daily visit to your locker is perhaps 

the most important.  Before you decide to leave any item in your locker for the 

night, consult your weekly planner.  Review what you have to do for homework that 

evening so that you’re sure to bring the correct items home with you.  Do not rely on 

your memory for this process.  I know it’s a pain, but referencing your planner 

homework list takes just 30 seconds and helps ensure that you’ll have everything that 

you need for your homework that night. 

 

If you’re finding it difficult to visit your locker in the middle of the day, you might try 

to enlist the help of sympathetic adults and other responsible students in your 

school to help you solve this problem (for more on building these kinds of relationships, 

see Chapter 5).  After all, if you’re experiencing trouble, it’s likely that other students 

are, too.  Administrators could consider adding an additional five minutes to a midday 

passing time to allow students to visit their lockers.  Teachers might allow students to 

leave late morning classes a couple of minutes early or to arrive a few minutes late in 

order to accommodate* these locker visits.  Your Student Council or Student 

Government organization might help you to brainstorm other methods to solve the 

problem of not having enough time to visit lockers during the day. 

 

accommodate: to fit in with the wishes or needs of (note the double “c” and double “m”) 

 

Of course, if you’re not getting to school early enough to visit your locker at the start of 

the day, wake up five minutes earlier!  Although the current trend among teens is to skip 
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using a locker because of the time it takes to reach them, it’s worth trying to devise 

creative solutions to this problem.  Your middle-aged back will thank you! 

To Do List: 

 Resolve to use your locker (if you have one) three times each school day: once 

in the morning, to get the materials you’ll need for your first few classes; once 

midday, to exchange them for your later classes’ materials; and once before 

leaving school, to retrieve what you’ll need to do your homework. 

 Open up your weekly planner to that day’s homework list during the last locker 

visit of the day to make sure you have everything you need for that night or 

weekend. 

 If it’s difficult or impossible to make the midday locker run, collaborate with adults 

and other students in your school to figure out a way for students to visit their 

lockers at least once every day. (Check out Chapter 5 for more about reaching 

out to others.) 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

If you’ve never organized your school materials before, attempting to do so can seem 

like a daunting task.  Just remember: you don’t have to do everything all at once.  Use 

this chapter and, especially, its “To Do” and Shopping Lists, to help you break your 

organizing process into small, manageable “baby steps.”  Just like a baby learning how 

to walk, your first attempts at organizing will be clumsy – and you will fall down.  You’ll 

likely have weeks or maybe a month where you forget to, say, clean out your backpack.  

But just as a baby climbs back up after falling, you shouldn’t let a little tumble prevent 
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you from making progress.  And just as the tiny tot relies on his parents to pick him up 

off the floor and place him back on his two feet, you shouldn’t feel ashamed if you need 

to ask your parents or other adults, like a guidance counselor or teacher, to help you 

when you’re having trouble.  Eventually, after stumbling and getting up and tumbling 

and getting help, the toddler learns to walk – and you will learn to organize!  With time, 

patience and dedication at the beginning of this process, these practices will soon 

become second nature to you.  Just as you no longer need to think about putting one 

foot in front of the other, after a few months of diligence, organizing your stuff will come 

as easily as walking.  With your materials organized, you’ll be on your way to soar 

straight through high school, and be able to study more effectively, a process we’ll learn 

all about in the next chapter. 
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